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‚WE GREW UP TOGETHER‘
Collaborative Teenscapes Built by SuccessionCollaborative Teenscapes Built by Succession

GSEducationalVersion

Map // 1:7500

Kinna Center

CO-DESIGN 
WORKSHOP: with students 
and carpenterteachers. Drawings 
and materials to be prepared for 
summerworkshop.

Spring 2023

INTRODUCTION & 
MACHINE SAFETY TEST: 
workshop starts with machine intro-
duction & safety test + determine 
student representatives

Summer 2023

BIG WORKSHOP (3 year cycles) SMALL WORKSHOP (1 year cycle)

Summer 2024 Summer 2025 Spring 2024 Spring 2025 

BIG WORKSHOP & 
INSTALLATIONS: 
2 week building-phase with 
carpenters & teachers.

SMALL WORKSHOP & 
SAFETY TEST: 1 week 
building-phase, student repre-
sentative led workshop. 
rearrange and develop.

SMALL WORKSHOP & 
SAFETY TEST: 1 week 
building-phase, student repre-
sentative led workshop. 
rearrange and develop.

2 week co-building phase 1 week 

Student representatives holds annual workshops & hand out tools when repairation’s needed

1 week 

CO-DESIGN 
WORKSHOP

CO-DESIGN 
WORKSHOP

Public spaces have been described as the common living spaces in our societies, 
where we are meant to spend time freely and on equal terms. Groups like children, 
young parents, elderly or professionals are usually catered to in different ways via 
public space design - examples include playgrounds, dog parks and convenient 
infrastructure for commute. However, one age group stands out in comparison to 
others. In the state between childhood and becoming an adult, we are in constant 
change - meaning that our wants and needs are highly unpredictable. For this reason, 
public spaces rarely cater to the age group teenagers, as the configuration of space that 
suits this group a certain day, month or year may be different in a short while. This may 
seem sensible, however we consider the lack of public spaces directed at youth and 
teens to be of great concern and to have dire consequences. Without all the  virtues 
of public space that feels directed towards you, a sense of being left out may start to 
creep in. Furthermore, the extremely important aspects of socializing, exploring the 
world around you and moving your body in these years may be stumpted when the 
only spaces that feel inviting to you are at home or in commercial places like a mall. 
This may lead to a lack of pride, engagement and sense of belonging to your home 
and as the teenager grows up, these feelings are never forgotten. 

With this project, we want to consider the ever-changing quality of the teenage 
years as a strength and match this strength with a physical manifestation through 
time as well as space. By creating opportunities to engage, build on each others 
creativity, meet and develop a public space specifically for teenagers, but with close 
ties to other  important places in Mark, we hope to contribute to a shift in the current 
perspective on teenagers’ role in public space.

Upon researching the intersection between teenagers and space, we came across 
some very interesting findings. We found that teenagers have different social and 
spatial needs than adults, and that these needs are rarely met, discussed or explored 
in contemporary public space development projects. We used these findings to 
create some principles for what to achieve in our project, while collaborating with 
the municipality to find an appropriate site. As we reached an agreement to work in 
the area around Viskan and build on a project already proposed by the municipality, 
a key project for making Mark more attractive for youths starts to take shape. Before 
we started designing the project however, we also made sure to create opportunity 
for the local teens to participate in our process and through in-depth dialogue we 
were able to further nuance our principles and goals for the project.

The expressed wishes for social space, lack of attractive public spaces and things 
to do were synthesized with plans and wishes from the municipality - resulting in 
our proposal: Along a public nature path that provides social and recreational space, 
interventions with a focus on youth participation, engagement and activity shapes a 
space for Mark’s teenagers over time.

Combining a public nature path with teenager-focused interventions is a way to 
integrate different groups spatially, while simultaneously providing more intimate 
places to spend time with friends. Furthermore, time and the idea of the project 
growing with its users is considered a strategy to be used within the project, through 
continued participation with the target group. We have created implementation 
suggestions for this co-creation project, and propose a collaboration with the local 
high school curriculum through several workshops that can create a common thread 
for many years to come, and opportunity for the youth in Mark to build on each 
other’s creativity.

Based on our dialogue and research, the goal of our project is to provide a 
sense of pride, belonging and ownership in Mark over time. In this way, we hope 
to promote a culture of participation and stronger ties to the municipality, whilst 
simultaneously giving the forgotten group of teenagers more places to explore their 
relationship with nature, themselves and each other.

Skene
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Dialogue & Workshop Project Strategy
General Aims & Motivation

Resilience Philosophy

-Providing space and experience for young adults to grow with a co-created site

-Promoting the sense of being part of something that is valuable to yourself and your community

-A place that is partly shaped by the planners and constantly re-invented by the users

-Provide a possibility to impact your living environment

-Create a space that is formed by time and changed after needs, a “never ending project” reminiscent 
of the natural phenomenon of succession

-Functions based on what people want at a specific time, but adaptable for the future

Methods
We have been inspired by 
the landscape concept of 
succession - relating to systems 
development and inter-species 
dependency over time. We 
would like to consider the merits 
of this natural process and 
translate it to the social situation 
of teenagers growing up together 
with each other and their co-
created space. By building on 
each other and leaving space for 
future change, the whole system 
benefits as well as the individual.

Even Development (Predicted)
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Building Workshop (years)
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Uneven Development (Possible)
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Building Workshop (years)
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Due to low number of 
participants the whole 
workshop is cancelled

A lack of participating student 
representatives this year pau-
ses the work on Site 1

Some trees fall down during a 
storm and the nature needs to 
be restored. Teenagers help 
out with the restoration instead

The new social meeting place at 
site 1 is appreciated and more 
youths come here, this year the 
teenagers decide to lay all focus on 
developing the atmosphere at site 1

Site 3 is flooded due 
to climate change and 
an extreme unpredic-
ted rainfall

Big Workshop Small Workshop

Don‘t know

Yes

No

Maybe/Don‘t know how to

Don‘t want to/Have no Visions

Do you feel like you have the possibility to impact your surrounding public 
spaces?

27%

27%
19%

12%

15%

What do you do on a daily basis? Which places in the municipality are import-
ant to you?

Places for Social Gatherings

Private Places

Other Public Places

Places for Physical Activities

e.g. Epa-meetings, hanging with friends

e.g. being home alone/with friends, gaming, 
just outside in public realm

e.g. working, shopping, eating out

e.g. performing sports/gym, go for a run

48%

14%

18%

20%

Does your activities cost money and does it require supervision from staff/
adults?

No, at no cost and no staff required

Yes, costs money

No, at no cost but staff required

e.g. parks, squares, parkings etc.

e.g. cafe, sports etc

e.g. youth center

68%

6
%

26%

What do you want or miss in your municipality?

Places for Social Gatherings

Access to Nature

Better Sport Facilities

Places to Eat & Consume

Creativity

e.g. hanging out in public spaces while being 
aroung people

e.g. recreation, walking, canoeing, yoga

e.g. better soccer field lighting, skateparks, 
volleyball, dance & outdoor training

e.g. foodtrucks, cafes, shopping

e.g. public art, performing etc.

20%

27%

4
%

21%

28%

Results

Conclusion

- General perceived lack of public 
spaces & meeting places for teen-use

- Common to stay at home (alone or 
with friends)

- Moped / Epa-Meetings (perceived as 
problematic, from external parties)

- A lot of sport’s activities, therefore 
sport’s facilities

- no idea of how to integrate themself 
in development of their environment

- Wishes for access to nature, hangout 
places for socializing

- Majority of activities is on costs

Importance of creating a space 
for them, free from commercial 
realm

Implementation Schemes
Flowchart Soft Values - Processes

?

Marks Gymnasieskolan
Carpentry 
Teacher

Local 
Carpenters

Students

Site/Land
Youth & 

Community

Placemaking & Care for Common Space

Engagement
Bonding

Belo
ng

ing

Pride

Ownership

Fellowship

Interventions

Flowchart Hard Values - Potential Resources

Maintenance

Site/Land

Maintenance

Municipality Local Company 
Ludvigson Invest

?
Other financial 

support

Materials/Fabric

Materials & Tools

Reuse
Potential Actor: Recycle 

Station Skene Skog

Local Sawmill
Potential Actors: Bröderna 

Pettersons sagverk Skene, 
melltorps sag AB & Eskebo 

hyvleri AB

Local 
Carpenters

Carpentry Teacher

Marks Gymnasieskolan

Storage
on site for 
materials & tools

Finances/Budget

local wood material

reused building 
parts

The Implementation Plan provides a framework for how this 
process can be arranged and continued over time. It also de-
scribes the collaboration and involvement between the parties. 
By engaging multiple actors, assets, as well as the municipality 
itself through this trans-generational collaboration we provide 
the project and the teenagers with resources, knowledge and 
skills.

We, the 
architects

Our target group is teenagers in upper secondary school (age 15-19) so we 
arranged a workshop at Marks Gymnasieskola to talk to the youths and get 
valuable input as a base for our following design process and decision making. 

Taking into account a future that is unforseen, resilience is an important 
aspect, here shown as examples of possible events and outcomes.
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cars c
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view

grass

„path“
(slip between 

bushes & trees) higher trees 
(15m?)

reed

reed

smaller 
trees

smaller 

trees

more intimate

more open 

„unprotected“

GSEducationalVersion

Comprehensive Plan // 1:2000

1A
1B

2B
2A

3A

3B

potential site socially active -1 
potential site physically active -2

potential site passive -3 

pathway (mun.) phase l
pathway (mun.) phase ll

suggested connecting pathway

areas of potential development: 

flooding risk (century rain) 

wetland 

busstop

future
housing project

Socially Active

Interpretational Inventory - Site Plan

Design Example1A1A

property boundaries

2023-Big Workshop

2026-Big Workshop

Applied 
Design Principles:

From My Corner

In The Spotlight

New Ways To Sit

Summer 2026 - Big Workshop

Summer 2023 - Big Workshop

Summer 2024 - 
Small Workshop

hang curtains

repaint

access: 

Kinna-
hallen Lycke-

skolan

structure, placed in the center of the site with parallel seating to 
encourage conversations

more structures, swings and a central fireplace for bigger gatherings

Design Principles

From My Corner

In The Spotlight

Restorative Wilderness

- providing places to rest and observe 
- teenagers get to relax & still take 
part in social situations 

- feel like the center of attention 
- places that are an opportunity to 
perform or be observed 

- need for contemplation and reflection 
- nature has beneficial qualities for this 
process on teenage brains

New Ways To Sit

Not Quite Playing

A Room Within A Room

- teenagers require different spatial 
configuration to feel relaxed in their 

bodies 
- considering secondary seating or 

new ways to sit

- teenagers tend to use play-
grounds they played on when they 

were little (for other activities)
- need for physical challenge to-

gether with social opportunity

- confiding to a friend 
- building strong intimate relations 
- creating intimate zones within a 

larger active context 
- sense of safety that allows inter-

actions

As a result from dialogue and research, we synthezied six Design 
Principles for the site and the examplary intervention designs.

1

1

1, 2, 3

3

2

2, 3
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attention to water 

when entering

cozy, s
heltered,

intim
ate

steep „protecting“ 

slope creates 

„room“

curiostity to explore the 

rooms in between trees

K
in

na
ha
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n

moss

reed

reed

water view

tree leafs create 

cupola in summer

winded tre
es 

in moss

Interpretational Inventory - Site Plan

Interpretational Inventory - Site Plan

moss

wetland

high trees in 

slope like a 

surrounding wall

small gravel road

cars can enter

calm place, shut off 

from surrounding built 

environment

water 
view

Passive
Design Example3A3A Physically Active

Design Example 2A2A

2023-Big Workshop

2026-Big Workshop

Applied 
Design Principles:Applied 

Design Principles:

Restorative Wilderness

A Room Within A Room

New Ways To Sit

New Ways To Sit

A Room Within A Room

Not Quite Playing

Summer 2023 - Big Workshop

Summer 2026 - Big Workshop

Summer 2026 - Big Workshop

Summer 2023 - Big Workshop

Summer 2024 - 
Small Workshop

Summer 2024 - 
Small Workshop

redo net

add lights

add lights

maintain 
nature

add pillows

2023-Big Workshop

2026-Big Workshop

a structure of pillars, a stable net and wooden shavings on the 
ground that together form a “floating landscape”

expanded landscape with more nets and places to pause and chat

module- based design as a piece of furniture in the woods - made for 
experiencing nature and to invite for intimate conversations

rearranged structural parts, taken apart and rebuilt to create new in-
teresting ways of sitting, resting and chatting

This has been a speculative pro-
posal, investigating some ways to 
work with and for a public teen-
scape in Mark. We hope that our 
proposal can be of use for Mark 
municipality and that the proj-
ect can be interpreted and trans-
lated into further settings in the 
future.

Reflection


